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ktin Technology is the proprietary technology
of a dry liposome preparation. When you use
pharmaceuticals and natural supplements, you
want the active ingredient to be absorbed by your body as
much as possible, to experience the full benefits.
Aktin Technology is designed to give you more of what you
need by improving the most crucial step in this process:
absorption.

What are the Advantages?
Aktin Technology combines the best aspects of two
pharmaceutical forms, capsules and liposomes. We created
this combination to provide you with the benefits of both
pharmaceutical forms.
Benefits include:
* Preservative-free
* Easy-to-swallow capsules
* Increased absorption of active ingredients
* On-the-go products
* Shelf stable
* Easy storage
* No sacrifice in bioavailability

AKTIN ™’s proprietary and global patent
pending procedure makes each AKTIN ™
product unique from existing supplements on
the market. This cutting edge technology has
been evolving for two decades and AKTIN™ is
a culmination of our strives to develop a new
delivery system that is effective and friendly to
our body
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How do we do this?
1.

Smarter Packaging
Liposomes are tiny balls made of
lipids and water. They are made of
the same ingredients as your cells are
and can unite with them.
When this happens the load of active
ingredient is released into the
intestinal cells and dispatched to all
the cells throughout your body.

2.

Smarter Delivery Method
We use a smarter delivery method
called targeted delivery. This means
we’ve designed the carriers that travel
to where they need to.
Instead of just generally releasing the
active ingredient in the stomach
hoping the active ingredient will find
its mark. As a result, much more
ingredient can reach the most
important area - your intestine,
where absorption takes place.
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Illusional look of powder liposomes created with Aktin Technology
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3.

How can AKTIN ™ technology
improve your well-being?
Every product carrying an AKTIN ™ logo
is designed with your health in mind. Our
primary goal is to provide you with the
most effective supplements, so you receive
maximum benefits and feel your best!
Some actives might be very powerful, but a
lot of them maybe very poorly absorbed.
To improve your well-being, AKTIN ™
technology improves the absorption of
these active ingredients.

In the past liquid liposomal formulations
or formulations with detergent like ingredients were the only way to efficiently
deliver actives to your body that were
difficult to absorb.
Now, studies have shown that AKTIN ™
technology’s dry liposomes are better for
absorption compared to ordinary
capsulated counterparts.
Since AKTIN ™’s products have been
shown to be better absorbed, less active
ingredient is wasted because of the
efficient delivery system.

50mg Oil vs 50mg Liquid liposomes vs 50mg dry Liposomes
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Aktin Technology TM will be
applied on our liposomal
capsule range and will be
available world wide.
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